Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Single-cell analysis and their response to chemical and biologic stimuli can provide unique insights into cellular behavior, including dynamics and localization of cellular processes. However, due to heterogeneous behavior among a population, the varied behavior is often difficult to interpret using quantitative models. Current high-throughput methods often lack the ability to track dynamic processes occurring in space and time (Di Carlo et al. [@CR13], [@CR14]).

Single cells can be used as sensors for detecting chemical and biological toxins or mutagens, and are also widely used for screening pharmacologically active compounds. Cell analysis systems have applications in drug discovery, bio-threat detection, and environmental pollutant identification (Asphahani and Zhang [@CR3]). Most biosensors require analysis of a label attached to a molecule. The amount of label is measured and correlated to the number of bound targets. Labels can be fluorophores, magnetic beads, radioactive tags, enzymes that produce an easily detectable product (optical or electrochemical), or nanoparticles.

Impedance spectroscopy is a noninvasive, label-free analytical method that can provide information on the response of cells to their environment. This technique is used in many areas including the analysis of fluids (Nwankwo and Durning [@CR34]), polymers (Fernandez-Sanchez et al. [@CR15]), ion cells (Liaw et al. [@CR25]), batteries (Xia et al. [@CR43]), corrosion phenomena (Walter [@CR40]), electrochemical kinetics/mechanisms, and biologic systems at the tissue (Kedar et al. [@CR23]) and whole-organism level (Kushner and Schoeller [@CR24]). Impedance spectroscopy has been used to measure the passive electrical properties of biologic cells for many years, both in bulk suspensions (Bordi et al. [@CR6]; Markx et al. [@CR30]; Davey et al. [@CR12]; Schwan [@CR35]; Merla and D'inzeo [@CR31]; Fuhr et al. [@CR16]; Lisin et al. [@CR28]) and on substrates (Luong et al. [@CR29]; Xiao et al. [@CR44], [@CR45]; Ceriotti et al. [@CR7], [@CR8]; Ciambrone [@CR11]; Linderholm et al. [@CR27]; Wegener et al. [@CR41], [@CR42]). Traditionally, impedance measurements have been performed on suspensions of cells (Asami [@CR2]; Gheorghiu and Asami [@CR17]), but this method is insensitive to rare events and leads to temporal averaging: fast, time-dependent transitions occurring at the single-cell level may spread slowly through the population and could be interpreted as a gradual change (Di Carlo et al. [@CR13]). Experimental platforms that analyze large number of individual cells overcome this problem, whereby any heterogeneity within a cell population is measured (Lidstrom and Meldrum [@CR26]).

The patch-clamp technique is a powerful method for the measurement of electrophysiologic activity of single cells; however, it is a labor-intensive method that conventionally requires a micromanipulator, micropipettes, and a skilled operator. To this end, high-throughput single-cell patch-clamp analysis systems are being developed within microfluidic lab-on-a-chip devices (Ionescu-Zanetti et al. [@CR20]; Seo et al. [@CR36]), with great promise of higher-throughput systems (Chen and Folch [@CR9]). However, forming effective (i.e., giga-ohm) seals on arrays of cells is still problematic, the technique is invasive as the cellular membrane is intentionally disrupted, and chip fabrication is often complicated or requires exceptionally expensive equipment or materials. In this article, we describe a device for performing continuous differential impedance analysis of single cells that are hydrodynamically captured and held in traps within a microfluidic channel without the use of labels.

A number of published methods (Cho and Thielecke [@CR10]; Han and Frazier [@CR18]; James et al. [@CR21]; Han et al. [@CR19]; Jang and Wang [@CR22]) describe single cell capture coupled with impedance analysis. So far, no device features a differential electrode arrangement that measures multiple signals from multiple trapping sites. We have developed such a system, and the design and operation are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The device sits on a microscope stage and is connected to an impedance analyzer. Syringe pumps are used to inject cells and perfuse medium and/or drugs into the chip. Individually addressable electrodes and micrometer-sized traps are integrated in a microfluidic platform. Single cells are hydrodynamically trapped; measurements are performed by normalizing the spectrum of a trap containing a single cell to a counterpart empty trap. Long-term studies are, therefore, not influenced by local changes in temperature, pH, or conductivity. The recorded spectrum is analyzed to quantify changes in the electrical parameters of an individual cell's membrane.Fig. 1**a** Overview of the experimental setup. The microfluidic device is mounted on a PCB board, which makes electrical connections to the chip and interfaces to a computer and the impedance analyzer. A microscope is used to image the device, and a syringe pump to flow cells and media. **b** Image of a device with tubing attached via PDMS ports, scale bar = 1 cm. **c** Photograph of the channel containing multiple trapping sites, each of which has a pair of electrodes/traps, scale bar = 250 μm. **d** Schematic cross section of the trapping region showing the two electrodes used for differential measurements. **e** Image of traps with 15 μm beads captured in traps above master electrodes. Note that the reference traps are empty, because they face downstream. **f** Image of a trapped single HeLa cell, labeled with Celltracker™, scale bar = 30 μm

The design of the trapping structures ensures that the reference trap remains empty because it faces downstream, as shown in a top view micrograph in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c and in a cross-sectional diagram in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c shows the microfluidic channel with six sets of traps, and the electrode pairs, one sample and one reference. Also shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}e and f are examples of a trapped fluorescent cell-sized beads and HeLa cell labeled with Celltracker dye, respectively.

As "proof of concept," individual HeLa cells were trapped and continuously monitored over an extended time period during exposure to Tween and Streptolysin-O (SLO). Tween is a surfactant that is often used to lyse mammalian cells by compromising the cellular membrane. SLO is a pore-forming bacterial toxin classified as a member of the cholesterol-dependent cytolysin family, a large group of proteins that attack cholesterol containing membranes to form ring-shaped pores that mediate cell death (Tilley et al. [@CR39]; Tilley and Saibil [@CR38])*.*

The device here enables measurement of toxin activity at the single cell level in a noninvasive and label-free manner. The impedance of captured single cells perfused with solutions of SLO was measured, and the effect on the electrical conductivity of the cell membrane extrapolated to determine the effect of pore formation.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Fabrication {#Sec3}
-----------

A large area optically transparent electrode is used for the lid of the device. Each cell trap is bounded by an SU8 structure that almost completely encloses the driven small electrode. The device was made by bonding two microfabricated substrates, aligning the cell traps to the measurement electrodes. The general scheme for fabrication is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. A lift-off process was used to pattern metal electrodes (70 nm Pt with a 25 nm Ti adhesion layer) onto 4″ Pyrex wafers, for the bottom substrate and onto an Indium Tin Oxide- (ITO) coated Pyrex wafer for the top substrate. The metal on the bottom substrate serves as working electrodes for the impedance measurements. The metal on the top substrate serves to make low-resistance connections between the ITO surface and electronics. The bottom substrate was patterned with a 1 μm thick layer of SU8 (SU8 2001, Microchem) which insulated the connections to the sensing electrodes. A second 25-μm thick SU8 layer (SU8 2025) was patterned on top of this layer to form both the walls of the fluidic channels and the U-shaped cell traps. The top (ITO) substrate was patterned with a 3-μm layer of SU8 (SU8 2005), to create a 3-μm separation between the top of the traps and the top substrate, in addition to insulating the upper electrode outside the sensing areas (see Electronic Supplementary Materials for autoCAD files of the lithography masks). This gap is integral to the hydrodynamic trapping process. Similar traps have been fabricated using PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) (Di Carlo et al. [@CR14]); however, the flexible nature of PDMS makes it prohibitively difficult to reliably align the traps with the metal electrodes on the base without significant and costly engineering. Each pair of wafers had 12 devices. Wafers were diced with an MP500 free shape-cutting machine (MDI Schott, Germany). After drilling access ports, the substrates were aligned and bonded using a UV-curable glue (Norland Optical Adhesive 74).Fig. 2Fabrication steps: The device was formed by assembling two microfabricated substrates. **a** On the bottom substrate (glass), Ti/Pt was deposited using an electron beam evaporator. A 1-μm layer of SU8 was used to insulate the leads of the working electrodes, such that only the active areas of the metal are exposed to the cell solution. A second SU8 layer (25 μm thick) was patterned on top to form both the walls of the fluidic channels as well as the U-shaped cell traps. **b** On the top substrate (ITO-coated glass), Ti/Pt metal pads were evaporated and a 3-μm layer of SU8 was patterned to create a gap separating the top of the traps on the bottom substrate from the top ITO substrate. **c** The device was assembled by aligning the two substrates with the aid of a stereoscope, clamping them and bonding them with UV-curable glue

Experimental {#Sec4}
------------

The chip was held on a PCB with spring-loaded connectors (SAMTEC SEI series) to contact the electrode pads and connected to a pump and impedance analyzer as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a. Cells were observed with an upright microscope. Impedance signals were acquired using two 8-way integrated multiplexers (ADG608, Analog Devices), controlled by MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) via a USB interface. The impedance of each trap was measured using an impedance analyzer (Novocontrol Alpha-N) controlled by MATLAB via an IEEE-488 interface. Microfluidic ports were made by punching small casts of PDMS and plasma bonding the ports to the upper glass surface. HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (Sigma) with 5% fetal calf serum (Gibco) and 100 μg/ml Penicillin/Streptomycin (Gibco). Cells were harvested and resuspended in Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS).

Tween solutions were prepared by diluting Polyoxyethylenesorbitanmonolaurate (Sigma) in PBS at concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 1% w/w. SLO toxin (Sigma) was prepared at concentrations of 100, 10, and 100 U/ml in PBS and mixed with 100 mM dithiothreitol (DTT). DTT activates the toxin by creating a reducing environment for cysteine residues.

FEM simulations {#Sec5}
---------------

Finite element analysis simulations were performed in COMSOL Multiphysics v3.4 and MATLAB v7.5. A summary of the geometry and boundary conditions is given in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}I. The cell sits in PBS (permittivity ε = 78, conductivity *σ* = 1.6 S/m); the electrical properties of the SU8 trap are ε = 5, *σ* = 0 S/m, and the cell in the trap was modeled using a combination of the Maxwell's mixture formula and a single-shelled model for cells. Briefly, according to the MMF:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the cell we used the following values: ε~int~ = 70, *σ*~int~ = 1.6 S/m, ε~mem~ = 9, *σ*~mem~ = 1 × 10^−8^ S/m, with a membrane thickness *d*~mem~ of 5 nm (Morgan and Green [@CR32]). The double layer on the electrodes is extremely thin (1 nm) and cannot be easily inserted into the numerical model. Therefore, we used measured values of differential capacitances (F/m^2^) using larger electrodes made from the same materials as the microelectrodes on the chip itself. Using the well-known expression$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simulations were performed using both three-dimensional and two-dimensional axi-symmetric models, as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}II). The system is not strictly axi-symmetric; however, the two-dimensional model provides good approximations (not shown) to the significantly more computationally intensive three-dimensional simulations. Changes in impedance spectra due to variations in cell membrane conductance, cell size, and position in the trap were simulated.

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the electric field and potential for traps with and without the SU8 boundary as a function of frequency. The field simulations demonstrate that this design of SU8 structure confines the electric field to the region where the cell sits, increasing the effective volume fraction and maximizing the sensitivity of the measurement. This design is relatively insensitive to the position of the trapped cell: variations in the position of the cell within the channel by up to ± 12 μm (for a channel height of 25 μm) result in a maximum change in the magnitude of the impedance of 3% at 100 kHz.

In order to estimate the sensitivity of the system to changes in cell parameters, simulations were performed for different values of cell membrane conductivity and cell dimensions. At frequencies lower than 50 kHz, any changes are masked by the double layer. Although changes in cell size cannot be differentiated from changes in cell membrane conductivity, the simulations showed that a change of 0.1 mS/m in membrane conductivity results in a 5% change in the magnitude of the impedance, at 100 kHz.

The conductivity of SLO pores has not been reported (e.g., from patch clamp). However, measurements of Perfringolysin-O (PFO), also a member of the cholesterol-dependent cytolysin family of toxins, demonstrate a single pore conductance of 4.5 nS (Shepard et al. [@CR37]). This is equal to a single pore conductivity of 31.8 nS/m for the SLO pores, which have diameters as large as 30 nm and span membranes 5 nm thick (Bhakdi et al. [@CR5]; Alouf and Geoffroy [@CR1]; Bhakdi et al. [@CR4]). Multiple pores increase the membrane conductivity linearly. However, the effect on the impedance of the cell is not simple. FEM simulations were used with analytical calculations to estimate the number of open pores from the measured impedance response. The simulation results (shown in Supplementary Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) illustrate that the impedance response is quite insensitive to the insertion of a small number of pores, but can be used to quantify the effect of many thousands of pores, with some confidence, assuming that other cellular parameters (such as cell shape and size) do not change. Simulations suggest that measurable changes (1%) in the impedance magnitude occur for approximately 1,000 pores, when the decrease is in the range of 2--9%.

Results and discussions {#Sec6}
=======================

In a typical experiment, the impedance spectrum was continuously recorded over a frequency range from 100 Hz to 2 MHz. The signal was multiplexed from eight active trapping site and the eight reference electrodes.

The "cell" signal is obtained by normalizing the two spectra:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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HeLa cells (suspended in PBS) flowing through the device were hydrodynamically captured, and the impedance change was measured. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the average response for seven different single cells at a frequency of 300 kHz. Typical increases in \|*Z*~diff~\| ranged from 20 to 30%, consistent with simulation results (simulation data shown in Supplementary material). Error bars show one standard deviation, which is mostly attributed to cell-to-cell variability in addition to variations in the position of the cell within the trap.Fig. 4Percent change in the magnitude of the impedance (*f* = 300 kHz) when cells are captured. Error bars represent one standard deviation for seven cells

In order to demonstrate cell lysis, HeLa cells were captured in the traps and perfused with PBS containing different concentrations of Tween. The effect of different concentrations of Tween on the magnitude of the impedance (measured at 300 kHz) is shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. A solution of 1% w/w causes complete cell lysis resulting in a large sudden decrease in impedance magnitude (25% over 10 s), Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a. Prior to lysis, there is a short increase in the impedance, which is attributed to swelling of the cell (this was confirmed optically). Presumably, water enters the cell through the disrupted membrane, and then the cell bursts. A lower concentration of Tween (0.01% w/w) causes a gradual decrease in the impedance (4% over 100 s), as shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b.Fig. 5Traces of three individual cells showing the typical change in impedance when a single HeLa Cells is perfused with Tween 20 at two different concentrations. **a** 1% Tween 20 causes a differential \|Z\| change (at 300 kHz) of 20--30% in 20--50 s. A transient increase in \|Z\| of the order of 5--10% occurs before permeabilization probably due to transient osmotic swelling. **b** 0.01% Tween 20 causes a differential \|Z\| change (at 300 kHz) of 3--5% in 150 s

When cells were perfused with DTT-activated SLO (in PBS) a similar change in impedance magnitude was recorded (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). A solution of 100 U/ml caused an initial increase in impedance (cell swelling) followed by a gradual decrease; 1 kU/ml had a similar but more pronounced effect. The decreases were fitted by a single exponential decay with characteristic times shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Higher concentrations of toxin caused faster decays, but the final value of impedance is the same for each case as the cell is porated and becomes electrically transparent. This data indicate that the final value of the impedance magnitude is independent of toxin concentration in the solution. Unlike the data for Tween, where the cells appear to be completely lysed, the change in impedance is not as great. The rate of change of impedance and, therefore, the rate of pore insertion were significantly faster for the higher concentration solution (10 kU/ml in 20 s). From simulation, the magnitude of the change in impedance can be correlated with a change in membrane conductance (assuming no other parameters change). Based on our model, the recorded value of a 10% change in impedance magnitude at 300 kHz is equivalent to the insertion of \~10,000 pores.Fig. 6Data showing the effect of SLO on the impedance spectrum from single cells. Three different concentrations were assayed and differential impedance spectra were acquired over time. The data represented here was sampled at the frequency of 300 kHz. The exponential curves (*solid lines*) are the average responses for 10, 1, 100 U/ml. We postulate that the effect of the osmotic swelling evident for the 100 U/ml and 1 kU/ml is swamped by the effect of the membrane poration that occurs at a much faster rate with 10 kU/ml. However, it is difficult to confirm this conclusion unequivocally by means of impedance spectroscopy because the swelling causes an increase in impedance, whereas poration of the membrane causes a decrease, two contrasting effects that mask each otherTable 1Exponential decay time constants are fitted to the data for the impedance response of single cells to SLO toxinSLO concentrationTime constant (s)χ^2^*R*^2^100 U/ml4821.30E-040.591 kU/ml1512.92E-050.9810 kU/ml301.81E-040.87The decay time constants span from 30 to 480 s

Interestingly, it appears that although the insert rate was significantly faster for higher concentrations (10 kU/ml in 20 s) than for the lower concentration (100 U/ml in 500 s), the final number of pores inserted into the membrane is of the range 10,000--15,000 regardless of the toxin concentration in the bathing solution.

Conclusions {#Sec7}
===========

A single-cell recording device has been designed, fabricated, and used to noninvasively quantify the effect of a surfactant and a pore-forming toxin on captured cells. The platform allows multiplexed recording of continuous differential impedance spectra from individual cells held in an array of hydrodynamic traps. The system was used to assay the transient response of HeLa cells to the lysing effects of the surfactant Tween and the kinetic pore-forming effect of SLO. Tween was found to change the impedance of trapped cells, with the change correlating with concentration. Perfusion with SLO toxin caused an exponential decay in the impedance with time constants inversely proportional to toxin concentration. The combination of single hydrodynamic cell trapping with single cell impedance analysis provides a scalable label-free cell analysis system. The detection limit of the platform was determined to be between approximately 1,000 pores. Although this is a much lower sensitivity of that afforded by patch-clamp techniques, the method is quick and noninvasive. Therefore, there is the potential to create vast two-dimensional arrays of single-cell traps, each individually addressable to create an automated platform for cell screening. Further developments include the capability to electroporate or electrically lyse single cells using DC potentials, either through the direct action of a high local electric field or by generating a localized hydroxide-rich environment, which disrupts the cellular membrane (Nevill et al. [@CR33]).
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